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Introduction
The nearly unlimited opportunities of present-day technologies grouped under the umbrella of adtech –
including online behavioural advertising – pose legal compliance challenges for businesses looking to
take advantage of the latest advertising trends.
Adtech is defined by the UK Information Commissioner’s Office as, “Tools that analyse and manage
information (including personal data) for online advertising campaigns and automate the processing of
advertising transactions. [Adtech covers] the end-to-end lifecycle of the advertising delivery process,
which often involves engaging third parties for one or more aspects of these services, although some
advertising is still placed directly between advertisers and publishers.”1
These Guidelines2 are intended to provide actors in the adtech space with an understanding of the
primary solutions to common problems related to Programmatic Advertising and Real Time Bidding
(RTB) and do not constitute legal advice.
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Firm
ICT Legal Consulting (ICTLC) is an international law firm founded in 2011 with offices in Milan, Rome,
Bologna, Amsterdam, Helsinki and Melbourne, and a presence in twenty-nine other countries (Albania,
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Ireland, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Mexico, Moldova, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Singapore,
Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States).
The firm was established by Paolo Balboni and Luca Bolognini, who have successfully assembled a
network of trusted, highly-skilled lawyers specialized in the fields of Information and Communication
Technology, Privacy, Data Protection/Security and Intellectual Property Law.
Read more at ictlegalconsulting.com

1 UK Information Commissioner’s Office, Update report into adtech and real time bidding, 20 June 2019
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PROBLEM

ICTLC’s PROPOSED SOLUTION

Lawfulness: Absence
of a valid legal basis
to collect personal
data through cookies
and tracking
technologies

® Rely on consent. Consent is the only appropriate legal basis
for using profiling cookies and tracking technologies, as
a result of the ePrivacy Directive.
® Remember that consent must always be freely-given, specific,
informed and unambiguous, and provided by a clear
affirmative action on the part of the user!
® Freely-given: Don’t create undue pressure for users to consent,
or relevant detriment to users if they refuse/withdraw consent
(such as cookie walls).
® Specific: Make sure you identify the purpose for which you are
seeking consent as specifically as possible in the wording of your
consent request.
® Informed: The minimum information you should give for
consent to be valid, and which should be provided directly to users
when asking for consent, includes: (i) your identity as a controller,
(ii) the specific purpose you identify for the consent request, (iii)
the type of data you want to use, (iv) the right to withdraw consent,
and how it can be exercised, (v) meaningful information about the
adtech process, namely where personal data may be used to make
automated decisions affecting the user (such as the logic involved,
the possible consequences for the user, and how the user can
react), and (vi) whether any risks arise for users due to the transfer
of data outside of the EU (in the absence of a relevant adequacy
decision or appropriate safeguards in place, such as standard
contractual clauses). You still need to include the rest of the Art.
13/14 GDPR information somewhere, such as in your Privacy
Policy.
® Unambiguous / clear affirmative action: Consent should be
given by a positive action, not implied from inaction (pre-ticked
boxes should not be used). Avoid actions which, albeit positive,
create doubt as to whether the user actually wants to consent
(typical example is continued browsing of a website or scroll
down).
® Consent needs to be collected before the processing
starts. If a cookie requires consent, it should not be set until
consent is obtained!
® Don’t assume that third-party-collected consent is ok, even if you
have a contract with the third party requiring them to collect
consent correctly. Carry out regular checks, or even audits, as to
how that third party collects consent in order to be sure.
® Make use of Consent Management Platforms to ensure that
consent is properly collected and can be used; make sure that any
such Platforms are configured in line with GDPR consent
requirements.
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PROBLEM

ICTLC’s PROPOSED SOLUTION

Fairness: Lack of
safeguards, user
understanding, lack
of user control,
creation of very
detailed profiles
shared on a large
scale

® Consider the proportionality of the data you use. Do you actually
need to collect as much user data as you do for your adtech
purposes? Could you achieve the same or substantially similar
results with less information?
® Increase user control. Help users to understand how RTB works,
provide them with regular reminders that you are monitoring
them, and offer easy means for them to stop the monitoring.
® Ensure the ease and simplicity of consent withdrawal and cookie
management.

Transparency:
Information
provided to users is
either lacking or
overly complex

® Effectively communicate essential information to users.
® Consider layered Privacy Policies, push and pull notices, hoverover pop-ups, and other more interactive means.
® Determine how much information on recipients is enough and
don’t use more than what is necessary. Remember that
overloading users with information can create similar issues for
users to providing no information at all. Follow the guidance of
your supervisory authority on this, if any.
® See also the “Informed” section above under the “Lawfulness:
Absence of a valid legal basis to collect personal data
through cookies and tracking technologies” Problem.

Purpose Limitation:
Managing the
Publisher/Advertiser
relationship

® Engage in Joint Controllership Agreements and Data
Management Agreements to limit the ways in which received user
data can be further used, to impose specific security measures, to
establish safeguards for users, etc.
® Controller-to-controller agreements have the potential to impose
specific consent-collection requirements upon Publishers and
allocate responsibility for data protection compliance among the
different stakeholders.

Data Minimisation:
Seeing a very
detailed user profile,
leading to an
excessive collection
of user data that
includes special
categories of
personal data

® Ensure that only the least amount possible of user data to provide
an effective profile is transmitted.
® Balance user rights against your interest in obtaining detailed user
profiles.
® Remember that in the long run, more information means more
risk to the rights of users.
® Don’t disclose sensitive data, unless you are sure that you have a
legal basis AND an applicable exception to the GDPR’s prohibition
on the processing of sensitive data. Moreover, on this point, don’t
forget to check applicable EU Member States’ legislation, which
may impose additional restrictions.
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PROBLEM

ICTLC’s PROPOSED SOLUTION

Storage Limitation:
User profiles
generated through
RTB are stored for an
indefinite period of
time

® Set appropriate expiration dates for cookies and tracking
technologies. Cookie data should be deleted once profiles have
been successfully created.
® Base any retention periods on necessity (how long do I need to
keep the data to meet my purpose?), legal obligation (how long
does the law require me to keep the data?) and/or the need for
precautionary legal measures (how long do I need to keep the data
as evidence to address potential legal claims?).
® If personal data is no longer strictly necessary for its original
purpose, delete it! (Unless you are legally required to keep it for
longer, or you need it to protect your legitimate interests).

Security: Disclosing
data to an
indeterminate
number of recipients

® Have appropriate security within your own domain.
® Engage in Joint Controllership Agreements and Data
Management Agreements that require a minimum baseline for
security, imposing obligations on any other entities that are to
come into contact with the data you collect and share.

Accountability: Highrisk processing
activities including:
the Evaluation or
scoring (profiling) of
users; Systematic
monitoring (via
cookies and tracking
technologies) of
users;
Sensitive data
(depending on data
collected and the
source);
Large-scale
processing (a
multitude of user
profiles, with various
data points may be
handled);
Matching or
combining datasets
(profile enrichment);
Use of novel
technologies (new
types of cookies and
tracking tech, Ad
Exchanges, etc.)

® Perform a thorough Data Protection Impact Assessment of the
impact on the rights, freedoms and legitimate interests of users
due to the use of their personal data.
® Identify measures to comply with data protection principles and
address any relevant risks to be identified and documented.
® Document all compliance actions so that they can potentially be
shown as evidence to competent Supervisory Authorities or to the
Judiciary.
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Useful Resources
Legislative Framework
•
•

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 27 April 2016 (“GDPR”);
Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 12 July 2002 (“ePrivacy
Directive”, consolidated after 2009 amendments).

Guidance from Supervisory Authorities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Article 29 Working Party’s Opinion 2/2010 on online behavioural advertising (22 June 2010);
Article 29 Working Party’s Opinion 04/2012 on Cookie Consent Exemption (7 June 2012);
Article 29 Working Party’s Cookie Sweep Combined Analysis – Report (3 February 2015);
Article 29 Working Party’s Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679 (10 April 2018);
Article 29 Working Party’s Guidelines on transparency under Regulation 2016/679 (11 April
2018);
UK Information Commissioner’s Office’s Update report into adtech and real time bidding (20
June 2019);
France CNIL’s Guidelines on Cookies and other Tracking Technologies (18 July 2019, French);
Baden-Wurttemberg DPA’s On the use of cookies and cookie banners – what to do with consent
(CJEU “Planet49” ruling)? (9 October 2019, German);
European Data Protection Board’s Guidelines 3/2018 on the territorial scope of the GDPR
(Article 3) (12 November 2019);
European Data Protection Board’s Guidelines 2/2019 on the processing of personal data under
Article 6(1)(b) GDPR in the context of the provision of online services to data subjects (8 October
2019);
Berlin DPA’s Press Release: Google Analytics and similar services can only be used with consent (14
November 2019, German);
Netherlands AP’s Report: Many websites incorrectly request permission for placing tracking
cookies (10 December 2019, Dutch)
France CNIL, Case MED 2018-042 (“Vectaury”) (30 October 2018, French);
France CNIL, Case SAN-2019-001 (“Google LLC”) (21 January 2019);
Court of Justice of the European Union, Case C-40/17 (“Fashion ID”) (29 July 2019);
Spanish AEPD, Case PS/00300/2019 (“Vueling”) (24 September 2019, Spanish);
Court of Justice of the European Union, Case C-673/17 (“Planet49”) (1 October 2019);
Austrian DPA, EDPB Press Release (“Österreichische Post AG (ÖPAG)”) (23 October 2019,
German);
Berlin DPA, Press Release: Berlin Data Protection Commissioner imposes fine on real estate
company (“Deutsche Wohnen SE”) (30 October 2019, German);
Belgian DPA, Case DOS-2019-01356 (“Jubel”) (17 December 2019, Dutch).

Other Sources
•
•
•
•
•

The Wall Street Journal, Behavioral Ad Targeting Not Paying Off for Publishers, Study Suggests
(29 May 2019);
German Bundestag, Smart Germany - Guarantee users' sovereignty over their IT systems (16
October 2019, German);
Gartner, Gartner Predicts 80% of Marketers Will Abandon Personalization Efforts by 2025 (2
December 2019);
Norwegian Consumer Council, Report: Out of Control (14 January 2020);
Norway DPA, Adtech complaint against Grindr (14 January 2020, Norwegian).
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